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Abstract. Vehicle accidents are increasing day by day as a result of
high-speed vehicles on highways so, the speed determination of fast-
approaching vehicles is becoming a challenging task with moving camera.
Most of the vehicles are driven above the prescribed vehicle speed. On ex-
pressways, light motor vehicles are unaware of the speed of the rapid ve-
hicle following to them. So in this paper, an algorithm has been proposed
to anticipate the speed of the fast approaching vehicle by a moving cam-
era to offer better security. The proposed method comprises of mainly
three successive steps, vehicle detection using YOLO (You Only Look
Once) algorithm on the video stream, vehicle position tracking over the
continuous frame and speed calculation of approaching vehicle using a
moving camera. The relative speed is determined using relative distance
travelled by vehicle over a number of frames. This proposed algorithm
is giving on an average 90% accuracy in speed prediction of approaching
vehicles.

Keywords: Speed Detection Camera, Vehicle Detection, Vehicle Track-
ing, Machine Learning Techniques (YOLO Algorithm)

1 Introduction

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)[1] are technologies contributing
to increase the awareness of car drivers and automate tasks in their cars. These
technologies help the driver in the driving procedure alongside expanding vehi-
cle safety and more generally road safety[2]. ADAS has been widely applied into
vehicle detection, vehicle number plate detection, traffic sign recognition, lane
detection[3] and lane change assistance on road. Different speed detection instru-
ments are also developed using ADAS technologies[4] to control traffic. One of
the most required feature of ADAS nowadays in the traffic scenario to estimate
the speed of the heavy and fast vehicles that are approaching nearer from the
rear side. As indicated by NCRB( National Crime Records Bureau)[5], almost
33% of over-speeding cases result in fatalities. Unexpectedly, over-speeding is
also remaining the single biggest reason for road accident deaths in India with
over 36% of all road traffic accident happening exclusively because of this rea-
son[5]. As Fig. 1 demonstrates the increasing road accident statistics[6] in India.
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Road accidents killed 148,000 individuals in 2015 compared to 136,000 in 2011,
according to the Accidental Deaths and Suicides in India report released by the
NCRB. Road accidents represented 83% of all traffic-related deaths in India and
43% of all accidental deaths in 2015. As of now, ADAS innovation is extensively
utilized for different applications generally in video observation frameworks. So
video surveillance using ADAS is being used for example tracking moving vehi-
cles and evaluating vehicle speed.

Fig. 1. Increasing Road Accident Statistics Related to Traffic

The official statistics for road accidents, injuries, and fatalities[7] for the year
2017 is released by the Indian government. As indicated by the latest data,
in 2017, a total of 4,64,910 road accidents were accounted in India, claiming
1,47,913 lives and making injuries to 4,70,975 people, which converts into 405
life and 1,290 injuries every day from 1,274 accidents. This additionally implies
16 individuals are killed and another 53 are harmed each hour on Indian roads.
Taking into account that these are the formally revealed accidents, there must
be a reasonable number that goes unreported all over India. As shown in Fig. 2
the maximum number of accidents for the two-wheeler, accounted for 29% of all
fatal road accidents[6] in 2015. To reduce this problem, a new approach has been
proposed here for estimating the speed of approaching vehicles while considering
the scenario of movement of the camera.
The remainder of this paper is sorted out as pursues. Section II exhibits the
past work on speed calculation with a static camera. Section III presents the
YOLO algorithm for real-time object detection. Section IV depicts the proposed
method and Section V shows experiment results of the different experiment on
genuine real-life recordings. Concluding remark is given in Section VI.
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Fig. 2. Road Accident Statistics in Different Mode

2 Literature Review

There is a great deal of work has been done on vehicles detection using dif-
ferent image processing algorithms and speed detection of the vehicles with a
static camera. Background subtraction algorithm[8] is more often used to extract
vehicle in every frame. In background subtraction, background frame and the
current video frame is used to detect the vehicle in the current frame. A hybrid
algorithm also proposed based on combining an adaptive background subtrac-
tion[9] technique with a three-frame differencing algorithm which ratifies the
major drawback of using only an adaptive background subtraction algorithm. A
detected vehicle needs to be tracked in every frame correctly using some features.
Multiple objects tracking, which consists of three successive operations, Object
segmentation, Object labeling, and Object centroid extraction[10]. A vehicle
coming towards the static camera is tracked in every frame while considering
only one lane of the road as ROI (Region of Interest) with starting and end
boundary[10]. So, feature extraction is the key point in moving object tracking
in the continuous frame. Usually, centroid and histogram of vehicles surrounded
by bounding box are considered as the features to observe the position of the
vehicle in the continuous frames.

Consideration of area of a vehicle in each frame is also helpful to track the
vehicle in continuous frame and speed is calculated with travelled distance by
vehicle and time interval as a vehicle enters in ROI and vehicle leaves ROI[11].
Kassem, N., Kosba, A.E. and Youssef, M.[12] also represented a design and anal-
ysis of ReVISE including its vehicle identification and speed estimation modules.
The recognition module can separate between a vacant road, stationary vehicles,
and moving autos dependent on a multi-class SVM approach that utilizes high-
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lights from the RF flag quality. This likewise present two novel speed estimation
systems dependent on statistical and curve fitting approaches.

In this way, to overcome the constraints in existing methods in traffic surveil-
lance, various techniques have been developed for vehicle speed determination
using image processing while considering the camera is fixed. But the contingent
factors such as illumination changes, tree waving, camera noise may affect the
output of algorithm.

3 YOLO Algorithm

You Only Look Once[13] is very quick without a doubt in real time object iden-
tification. YOLO utilizes a single convolutional network and at the same time,
it predicts numerous bouncing boxes and furthermore predicts class probabili-
ties for those boxes. At that point, it separates the input picture into a S × S
framework. In the event that the centroid point of an object falls into a grid
cell than the grid cell is responsible for detecting that object. Every cell pre-
dicts B bouncing boxes and certainty scores for those boxes. Additionally, in
each picture, numerous grid cells don’t contain any item. This pushes the confi-
dence scores of those cells towards zero. These certainty scores reflect how sure
the model is that the box contains an object and furthermore how precise it
supposes the box is that it predicts. Each bounding box comprises of 5 output
values that are x and y coordinates of the centroid, width, height of box and con-
fidence. The underlying convolutional layers of the system extract features from
the picture while the completely connected layers predict the yield probabilities
and coordinates.

4 Proposed Method

The proposed method is used to detect vehicle speed which is approaching to-
wards the moving-camera by following the motion of the vehicle through con-
tinuous frames of video. This method mainly consists of 3 steps. Firstly, the
video is converted into frames. YOLO object detection algorithm is used for
moving vehicle detection in every frame. YOLO gives the centroid of the vehicle
in every frame. In the second step, the position of the centroid of the detected
vehicle is observed over subsequent frames. In the third step, speed is calculated
using a particular distance travelled by the vehicle with the relative velocity of
approaching-vehicle and moving-camera and furthermore. This system is helpful
for giving awareness about high speed approaching vehicle.

4.1 Pre-processing of Video

Testing videos are recorded using a Logitech camera which is connected to an-
droid phone through USB cable. In pre-processing, the frames are extracted
from the video. After pre-processing, it gives the total number of frames, the
frame rate of the camera. The frame rate of the Logitech camera is 15 frames
per second and the frame size of each frame is 1280× 720 pixels.
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4.2 Vehicle Detection using YOLO Object Detection

Detection of approaching vehicles precisely towards moving camera in continuous
frames of video is a troublesome undertaking. Two primary disadvantages of the
background subtraction technique in vehicle detection with the moving camera
is observed during this research. First is that when the camera is moving with a
speed it is hard to detect moving object in each frame because the background
is dynamic. It is changing in every frame ceaselessly.

The second drawback is that when the camera is moving at that time in every
frame different types of the roadside objects like waving trees, signboards are
detected using this algorithm but the requirement is the only heavy and high-
speed vehicles that are approaching towards moving camera. So this methodology
is not helpful here to detect the vehicle in each frame.
In this proposed technique, the YOLO Object Detection algorithm is used to
detect the approaching vehicle in every frame. It used a trained data set for car
detection in every frame[14]. Here Fig. 3 shows the output of the vehicle detection
algorithm in which bounding box in drawn on the vehicle and its center denotes
the centroid of the vehicle.

Fig. 3. Approaching Vehicle Detection in Frame

4.3 Vehicle Tracking

In this proposed strategy, vehicle tracking is based on tracking the centroid of
a detected vehicle in continuously generated frames. This method considers the
tracking of a single vehicle in subsequent frames. In tracking of a single vehicle
in subsequent frames the coordinate of the centroid in current frame and in next
frame belongs to the same vehicle. This method observes the movement of the
centroid of the vehicle until the speed is calculated for it.
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4.4 Speed Calculation

After tracking the vehicle, the next step is to calculate the speed. These steps
explain the methodology for calculating the speed of the approaching vehicle:

– As the detected vehicle is tracked over a number of frames. So, it is consid-
ered only in the scenario when this vehicle is inside the ROI.

– As the vehicle enters in ROI at frame number x as shown in Fig. 4 and comes
out at frame number y as shown in Fig. 5. So, total no of the frame is y-x.
The frame rate of the camera is f. So, time taken to cross the ROI in second
is:

t =
y − x

f

Fig. 4. Vehicle Entering in ROI

Fig. 5. Vehicle Coming outside from ROI
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– To fix the ROI, it is analyzed from a lot of testing video samples that as
approaching vehicle reaches towards the moving-camera the motion of the
centroid in the continuous frame is not straight. It is in diagonal direction
as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

– Now as the vehicle is going in a diagonal direction so, to define the ROI the
starting and end boundaries are parallel to diagonal of frame and almost
perpendicular to the motion of the vehicle.

– The starting and end boundaries are at a particular distance with respect
to two real points on the road as shown in Fig. 6 as pole1 and pole2 are two
real points and these two lines in every frame are passing through two points
which are situated apart from a consistent separation.

Fig. 6. ROI Boundaries Passing Through Two Real Point

– As the distance between these two genuine points in actual is D. But the
major task is to find the distance travelled by the vehicle when it crosses
the ROI with relative motion. This is the Relative Distance travelled in the
diagonal direction with the relative velocity of the vehicle with respect to
the camera.

– Actual distance travelled by every vehicle while crossing ROI is determined
by testing with a vehicle with known speed v and camera speed u and time
taken to cross ROI.

Relative speed of vehicle and camera = v − u

time to cross ROI = t

Relative Distance = (v − u)× t

– So, this is the actual distance used in this algorithm to calculate the speed of
the vehicle that is approaching towards the camera. So, Relative Predicted
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Speed (RPS) of the vehicle is

RPS =
Relative Distance

t

Calculated Speed = RPS + Camera Speed

5 Experiment Result

This algorithm is giving approx 90% accuracy in the speed prediction when it
has tested on real-life recorded videos. As the table shows moving camera speed,
actual vehicle speed (VS), calculated vehicle speed (CS) using this method and
accuracy that shows the comparison between actual speed and predicted speed.

Accuracy = 100− |CS − V S| × 100

V S

Table 1. Speed Detection Results on Real World Videos

Serial No. Bike Speed Vehicle speed Calculated Speed Accuracy

1 40 60 60.81 98.65

2 40 50 46.73 93.46

3 20 35 35.81 99.9

4 20 40 32 80

5 20 35 28 80

Conclusion

The proposed method represents a speed calculation algorithm for the vehicle
when the camera is likewise in movement. For vehicle detection in real time,
it uses YOLO algorithm that detects vehicle precisely which is better when
contrasted with past image processing techniques. Furthermore, in this technique
distance is mapped on the frame as an ROI by calculating it from the real world
testing. The proposed method considers the single vehicle since taking care of
the situation of multiple vehicles in speed calculation with the moving camera
is a complex task. But the ideology mentioned here can help to handle the
situation of multiple vehicles as shown in Fig. 7. This contains three different
lanes on road and using YOLO all vehicles are detected in every lane, but the
significant part is to the selection of vehicles for speed prediction. There is no
need to predict the speed of all vehicles in the frame at a time. According to
this proposed method, our objective is the front vehicle in every lane who is
approaching towards camera because the rear vehicles cannot cross this front
vehicle without changing the lane if rear vehicles are faster to this.
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Fig. 7. Multiple Vehicle Tracking
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